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Abstract

Measurement and prediction of network resources are
crucial so that adaptive applications can make use of Grid
environments. Although a large number of systems and
tools have been developed to provide such measurement
services, the diversity of Grid resources and lack of cen-
tral control prevent the development of a single monitoring
system that can be deployed to answer every application’s
resource queries for connections between any pair of ma-
chines it can use. We propose a standard for representing
network entities and measurements of their properties. Our
standard enables the exchange of measurements and will
allow applications to function even in environments with-
out the particular measurement system for which they were
developed. We present an overview of our measurement
representation and evaluate its usefulness. We have used
the characteristics hierarchy to store and exchange mea-
surement data between several systems, and we discuss its
usefulness in comparing the output of several measurement
tools.

1. Introduction

One of the defining characteristics of Grid environments
is the constant change in communication and computational
resources. To deal with the dynamic nature of these re-
sources, measurements of current state can be used to drive
resource allocation and scheduling decisions. For example,
network monitoring data can be used by Grid data man-
agement middleware when selecting the best source from
which to copy replicated data, or by resource brokers when
assigning resources to a particular application. Providing
these services requires historical data and, where possible,
predictions of the future behavior of the available network

resources. Network monitoring systems that record network
conditions before and during applications are an important
component of the Grid tool chain, and many have been de-
veloped to serve a variety of purposes [4, 7, 13, 16, 25, 26].
Between all of the available monitoring systems, few users
will have questions about network capabilities that cannot
be answered.

As an example, a Grid Information Service (GIS) may
publish achievable throughput information from aniperf
probe. Using this achievable throughput information,
higher-level Grid services can be built to answer queries
such as: “How long will it take to transfer 5 GBytes from
Host A to Host B using GridFTP with 4 parallel streams?”
The answer to this question might be found by applying
a prediction algorithm (e.g. [22]) to results from previous
transfers that happened at roughly the same time of day, on
the same day of the week, etc. Grid Scheduling Services
and Grid Replica Management Services could use such a
service to collect data to guide scheduling and data place-
ment decisions.

While some Grid applications have very specific ques-
tions to ask a GIS, general adaptive Grid applications have
two basic requirements:

• They must have a measurement between each pair of
machines the application could run on.

• The measurements between different pairs must be
comparable.

A single monitoring system deployed across the entire Grid
could provide such information. However, the reality of
grid environments is somewhat different:

• Each system monitors only the parts of the network
where it has been deployed, configured, and/or autho-
rized to run.



• Different systems measure different properties, utilize
different probes for the same property, or use the same
probes with different parameters, according to the in-
terests of their managers.

The first point is easily recognized. The second is more
subtle—after all, what most applications want to know is
the bandwidth between two machines. But the subtleties of
what is being measured makes even such a simple question
difficult. Users and applications generally want to know
how much bandwidth isavailable on the path. Network
engineers and protocol tuners generally want to know the
bottleneckcapacityalong a path. Both groups refer to what
they measure asbandwidth.

Agreeing on a single, universal Grid measurement sys-
tem and a small set of universally-used metrics would be
one approach to these problems. However, the natural
strides of research will bring the development of multi-
ple network measurement systems and newer measurement
tools, and groups will form virtual organizations that se-
lect their own measurement system. Even when the same
system is selected, it may be deployed using probes with
different parameters.

Although, or perhaps because, the authors have con-
tributed their share of incompatible network monitoring
systems, our goal is to develop techniques to promote com-
patibility between monitoring systems, so that an applica-
tion can make use of data gathered by different systems us-
ing different probes. We face two primary challenges:

• A uniform way of representing network topology and
structure, so that measurements can be described by
more than just their endpoints

• A way of recognizing and comparing measurements of
the same network property

We address both issues in this paper. Resolving the first is
a matter of developing a portable way to express network
topology that encompasses the representations used by ex-
isting monitoring systems. The second problem is more
challenging. In this paper, we focus on naming the network
properties being measured as the first step toward achieving
the full goal of comparing disparate measurements. The ap-
plication of this naming system will facilitate the creation of
common schemas for describing network monitoring data in
Grid Monitoring and Discovery Services, and thus help ad-
dress portability issues between the wide variety of network
measurements used between sites of a Grid.

Many participants in the Network Measurements Work-
ing Group (NMWG) of the Global Grid Forum have con-
tributed to the characteristics hierarchy presented in this pa-
per [15]. The NMWG is engaged in the ongoing task of de-
veloping standard schemas using this characteristics hierar-
chy to achieve the goal of interoperability between different
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Figure 1: The relationship between observations,
measurement methodologies, characteristics, and
the various types of network entities.

monitoring systems. In this paper, we present a summary of
the NMWG’s work on measurement characteristics and an
evaluation of how the characteristics ensure measurement
portability. Our goal in this paper is to demonstrate that
the characteristics we describe are sufficient, in terms of
breadth and depth, to enable the exchange of network mea-
surements currently taken by Grid monitoring systems.

Section 2 discusses the terminology used to represent
network measurements. Section 3 describes how network
topology is represented. Section 4 summarizes the network
characteristics that are commonly measured. Section 5 eval-
uates how well the proposed characteristics hierarchy can be
used to enable measurement portability.

2. Representing Measurements

There are two principle pieces of information in a net-
work measurement:

• thecharacteristic, or property, being measured

• the network entity—path, link, switch, etc.—whose
characteristic is being measured

Beyond those two, essential information includes the
methodologyused to measure the characteristic and the con-
ditions under which each measurement (eachobservation)
was taken. These factors are represented in the UML di-
agram shown in Figure 1. Boxed arrows (_) indicate an
inheritance, or “is-a” relationship, and open arrows (�) in-
dicate attributes. This section discusses how these factors
come together to represent a network measurement.

2.1. Characteristics and Methodology

A characteristic is an intrinsic property that is related to
the performance and reliability of a network entity. More
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specifically, a characteristic is a primary property of the net-
work or of the traffic on it. A characteristic is the property
itself, not an observation of that property. Example charac-
teristics include capacity and one-way delay.

There may be multiple ways to measure a characteristic.
A measurement methodology is a particular technique for
recording or estimating a characteristic. Different tools may
implement the same methodology, or a single tool may offer
a choice of methodologies.

2.2. Network Entities

Network observations can be reported for a variety of
different types of network entities:

End-to-End Paths are the common case of host-to-host
measurements. In Figure 1 we refer to them ashost-
to-host paths.

Links between routers or switches are measured for capac-
ity, availability, and latency. In Figure 1 we refer to
them ashops.

Nodes may report useful information such as router queue
discipline or host interface speed. In Figure 1 we dis-
tinguish betweenhostsas our measurement endpoints
andinternal nodes, found along a path in between two
hostnodes.

Furthermore, to systems that report network topology,
the existenceof the network entities themselves—hosts,
routers, switches, and links—form the actual observations
being reported.

Keeping in mind our goal of developing a representa-
tion flexible to be used by all monitoring systems, we adopt
an entity representation consisting only ofNetwork Paths
andNodes, as shown in Figure 1. While some representa-
tions focus more on distinguishing between paths, links, and
hops, we avoid making that distinction at the first level of
our representation to escape imposing structure that would
be incompatible with some systems. All kinds of paths and
links are of typepath, and the specific type—end-to-end,
layer 3, and layer 2—can be distinguished by the endpoints.
A measurement system that distinguishes between paths,
hops, and links can select its most appropriate internal rep-
resentation with this information. The topology representa-
tion is discussed more thoroughly in Section 3.

2.3. Attributes

Networks can differentiate their behavior based on a
wide range of traffic characteristics. For example:

• Choice of protocol (e.g. TCP vs. UDP) can influence a
network’s behavior.

• Different Quality of Service (QoS) levels affect all as-
pects of network behavior; in fact, some QoS policies
may specify using completely different routes between
the end hosts.

• Route flaps or other instabilities mean that the same
end-to-end traffic may experience a completely differ-
ent environment from moment to moment.

• In high-bandwidth environments, the hosts performing
the measurement may be the bottleneck, rather than the
network path.

To represent these qualities, nodes and paths are anno-
tated with attributes such as the protocol stack (e.g., TCP
over IPv4) and QoS level. These attributes describe the con-
ditions under which a particular observation was made, and
a carefully designed monitoring system can make use of this
feature to report the behavior (including routing) of a net-
work for a variety of traffic types. The attributes annotating
a node or path are not merely descriptive, but form a tuple
that defines a unique node or path. In this way, the model
allows superimposition of multiple topologies over the ac-
tual physical nodes and paths, allowing the behavior of the
network under different types of traffic to be characterized
separately.

Very few attributes are truly mandatory; for example,
a system collecting regulariperf measurements frequently
will not take correspondingtraceroute observations, al-
though the results ofiperf would be significantly affected
by route changes. However, the goal is to support the rep-
resentation of more precise measurements when such in-
formation is available. In each specific case, it is the task
of the monitoring system to provide sufficiently precise at-
tributes.

3. Topology Representation

Beyond the representation of nodes and edges in topol-
ogy graphs, a topology system for measurement inter-
change must address the challenge that there are different
approaches to representing topology, ranging from the ex-
tremely physically accurate approach, via representing only
approximate grouping or closeness of sites, to only storing
the host pairs used in end-to-end measurements. Here we
describe how our proposed system addresses these issues.
Topology is represented using both the entity types shown
in Figure 1 and the topology characteristics from Figure 2.

3.1. Network Paths and Hoplists

The building blocks of a topology graph are the paths be-
tween nodes. Each path identifies a source and destination
node. Paths are unidirectional for topology purposes. A
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Figure 2: Network characteristics that can be used
to describe the behavior of network entities.

path may be either a host-to-host path or a single “hop.” A
measurement system reporting only characteristics of end-
to-end measurements would use a single host-to-host path
for each observation, without relating the multiple paths.
On the other hand, a system representing an entire topol-
ogy could use router-to-router and router-to-host paths as
the edges forming the topology graph connecting all of the
hosts and routers.

In many situations, knowledge of the components that
make up a path is useful. On host-to-host paths, meaning-
ful measurements can be taken while only the endpoints are
known. However, observing the hops between hosts, e.g.
as reported bytraceroute is frequently useful. Thehoplist
characteristic, shown in Figure 2, provides this information.
For example, a path between two end-hosts could have a
hoplist containing the set of router-to-router hops discov-
ered bytraceroute. Each member of the hoplist is itself a
hop, which inherits frompath as shown in Figure 1. End-
to-end paths are not the only paths that can be divided into
hops with a hoplist—one of the above router-to-router hops
could be further subdivided into hops representing the links
between Ethernet switches in a LAN.

The options of describing either complete topology
graphs or only host-to-host connections, with or without
hops specified, provide a powerful set of representations
covering the various topology representations used by cur-
rent network measurement systems.

3.2. Physical and Functional Topologies

Monitoring systems use different techniques to discover
and represent the network between end-hosts. We provide

physical nodes, such as routers and switches, to represent
physical topology and virtual nodes to represent functional
or approximate topology.

The physical approach determines the actual physical
links, including switches that are the internal nodes along
the path. The physical approach, when combined with de-
tails about capacity and load, allows detailed modeling of
LANs [2, 14] and WANs [8, 18].

The functional approach makes use of end-to-end infor-
mation. Functional topologies can be used to represent con-
nections according to perceived performance or to represent
shared-media networks that are not amenable to a typical
graph representation. The functional approach uses virtual
nodes to build a topology and can be built between a vari-
ety of sites distributed around the Internet or using from the
perspective of a single measurement node [3, 11, 21, 24].

4. Performance Characteristics

The following section briefly describes several impor-
tant network performance characteristics. More detailed de-
scriptions are available in [15].

Bandwidth Bandwidth is defined most generally as data
per unit time. However, the “bandwidth of a path” is
not a precisely defined term, and specific characteristics
must be clearly defined prior to discussing how to mea-
sure bandwidth. There are four characteristics that describe
bandwidth: capacity, utilization, available bandwidth, and
achievable bandwidth.

Capacity is the maximum amount of data per time-unit
that the path has available when there is no competing traf-
fic. The capacity of the bottleneck hop is the upper bound
on the capacity of a path that includes that hop.

Utilization is the aggregate capacity currently being con-
sumed on a path over a particular time interval. Available
bandwidth is the maximum amount of data per time-unit
that a path can provide, given the current utilization.

Achievable bandwidth is the maximum amount of data
per time-unit that a path can provide to an application, given
the current available bandwidth, the protocol, the operating
system used, and the end-host performance capability and
load. While the bottleneck hop may limit the achievable
bandwidth, hardware configuration or software load on the
end hosts can possibly (and even likely on high-speed net-
works) limit the achievable bandwidth delivered to the ap-
plication.

Delay and Jitter Delay is the amount of time for a packet
to travel from the source to the destination. Delay can
be measured one-way or round-trip. One-way delays are
important because today’s Internet connections often use
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asymmetric paths, which are often different lengths. Even
symmetric paths may have different characteristics due to
asymmetric queuing. For more information see RFC2679
and RFC2681.

The variation in the delay of packets is sometimes called
the “jitter.” Because it is a partial statistical description of
another characteristic, we place it under delay in the char-
acteristics hierarchy.

Loss Loss is a measure of the number of packets that are
sent out but never make it to the destination. The percent-
age of lost packets is the simplest measurement, but loss
patterns, such as loss burstiness, are also important to pro-
tocols’ performance. For more information see RFC2680
and RFC3357.

Availability The network availability characteristic is a
measure of how often the network is “up” or “down.” The
exact definition of “down” compared to “very congested”
may vary and probably depends on the application. For ex-
ample, one definition may be that if no ICMP packets get
through the network for 10 seconds, the network is consid-
ered “down”.

5. Evaluation

We will evaluate the network measurement hierarchy by
addressing the following questions:

• Do existing tools map to the hierarchy?

• Is the hierarchy useful to existing monitoring systems?

• Does the hierarchy simplify comparing the results
from existing tools?

First, we looked at 19 currently used network measure-
ment tools and verified that the results from each of these
tools could be described using one of our characteristics
[20]. Next, we looked at several existing monitoring sys-
tems, including NTAF, IEPM, GridLab, and NWS. These
systems have all been modified to use the new NMWG char-
acteristics hierarchy for naming the results. These systems
are described in more detail below, along with a descrip-
tion of how the NMWG characteristics are used. Finally,
we investigated issues of result compatibility between tools
measuring the same or related characteristics.

5.1. Measurement Tools

In terms of Figure 1, the 19 tools implement measure-
ment methodologies that in turn measure certain network
characteristics. We were interested in checking whether the

results of existing tools can be expressed using our hierar-
chy or whether mismatches or omissions exist.

The tools investigated cover the four bandwidth charac-
teristics as well as round-trip delay, loss, and hoplist. Some
tools report results for complete end-to-end paths, others re-
port characteristics on a hop-by-hop basis. In total, nine dif-
ferent measurement methodologies are implemented, hav-
ing varying levels of precision and intrusiveness.

We can summarize our study by observing that our hi-
erarchy can indeed express the characteristics measured by
the tools we investigated. No significant mismatch or omis-
sion has been found. Instead, our hierarchy models many
additional potentially interesting characteristics.

5.2. Implementations

We now describe several monitoring projects that are us-
ing or starting to use these network characteristics. The goal
of these systems is to make it easy to collect, publish, and
compare results from any set of network or host monitoring
tools running at multiple sites in a WAN. The basic func-
tion performed by the systems is to run network monitoring
tools at regular intervals and store their results in an archive
system (either centralized or distributed) for later analysis.
Recent data are cached and published using the names and
attributes being defined by the GGF NMWG profiles docu-
ment [17].

NTAF One system currently using the hierarchy is the
Network Tool Analysis Framework (NTAF) developed at
Lawrence Berkeley National Lab. NTAF provides full mesh
network testing using a configurable set of measurement
tools.

The NTAF system has modified or wrapped the follow-
ing network test tools to generate monitoring events using
the standard names and attributes described in this paper:
ping, iperf, netest, pathrate, andpathload. NTAF is also run-
ning aGridFTP client to test disk-to-disk achievable band-
width. NTAF servers have been deployed at several sites.
The network characteristics currently being collected and
published, along with the tools currently being used to col-
lect this information, are shown in Table 1.

All NTAF-generated monitoring events contain the fol-
lowing information: timestamp, program name, event
name, source host, destination host, and value. For ex-
tensibility, arbitrary additional data can be included with
each event. Using a standard event format with common
attributes for all monitoring events allows us to quickly and
easily build SQL tables of the results. More details are
in [12].

IEPM-BW and PingER Another similar project is the
Internet End-to-end Performance Monitoring—BandWidth
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Table 1: Characteristics and tools used by differ-
ent projects

NTAF
path.delay.roundTrip ping
path.delay.oneWay netest
path.loss.oneWay netest
path.bandwidth.achievable.TCP iperf, netest, GridFTP
path.bandwidth.achievable.TCP

.multiStream iperf, netest, GridFTP
path.bandwidth.achievable.UDP netest
path.bandwidth.available pathload, netest
path.bandwidth.capacity pathrate

IEPM-BW and PingER
path.delay.roundTrip ping
path.delay.oneWay RIPE-tt
path.delay.jitter.roundTrip ping
path.loss.roundTrip ping
path.availability.roundtrip ping
path.bandwidth.achievable.TCP iperf, bbftp, GridFTP
path.bandwidth.achievable.TCP

.multiStream iperf, bbftp, GridFTP
path.bandwidth.available ABwE
hop.bandwidth.capacity SNMP
hop.bandwidth.utilized SNMP

GridLab
path.delay.roundTrip NWS
path.bandwidth.achievable.TCP NWS
path.bandwidth.capacity pathrate
path.hoplist TopoMon

(IEPM-BW) and PingER systems developed at SLAC.
PingER makesping measurements at 30 minute intervals
from over 35 sites in 15 countries to over 400 sites in more
than 75 countries. The data are collected by two archive
sites at SLAC and FNAL.

IEPM-BW makes ping, traceroute, iperf, bbftp and
GridFTP measurements, at 60 or 90 minute intervals, from
10 sites in 5 countries to about 50 sites in 9 countries. These
measurements are stored locally on the measurement hosts.
Table 1 shows the network characteristics being collected
and published, along with the tools that are used.

Note that several tools generate the same informa-
tion. For example, bothpathload and netest measure
path.bandwidth.available . The use of a common mea-
surement hierarchy and naming system allows us to eas-
ily compare the results of these two tools, compare their
results withpath.bandwidth.achievable data fromiperf,
and make conclusions about which tool is more suitable for
a given network path.
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Figure 3: Example for bandwidth measured by dif-
ferent tools, on the path from LBNL to PSC

GridLab The European Union project GridLab [1] is
monitoring the network between its testbed sites and re-
porting the measurement data based on the characteristics
hierarchy presented here. Within the GridLab testbed, min-
imizing the intrusiveness of the measurements is important,
so measurement data are stored where they are produced—
in a distributed manner at each testbed site. A central-
ized web service lets application programs and the GridLab
web portal retrieve the data on demand. The web service
is soon to be replaced by an OGSA service. Minimizing
intrusiveness also directed the selection of theNWS net-
work sensor to measurepath.bandwidth.achievable and
path.delay.roundTrip , as well as the choice ofpathrate
andTopoMon [7], as shown in Table 1.

Network Weather Service The Network Weather Ser-
vice [26] provides a caching proxy component called the
NWSlapd [23]. This component supports the delivery of
forecasts using a slightly older version of the measurement
hierarchy described here. Once the standard is finalized, the
NWSlapd will deliver forecast data in compliance with it.

5.3. Compatibility

Figure 3 shows an example of compatibility problems
between various network measurement tools, as well as how
the network characteristics hierarchy facilitates analysis and
comparison among their results. The graph shows a com-
parison ofpath.bandwidth.available results forpathload
andnetest, andpath.bandwidth.achievable for TCP and
UDP, as measured byiperf andnetest. All of the tools are
run periodically over a 24 hour interval, and all TCP streams
are tuned to use optimal buffer sizes.

For this particular path, LBNL to PSC (bottleneck hop
= 600 Mbps),pathload gives a very consistent result of
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460 Mbps for available bandwidth, whilenetest gives val-
ues that vary between 150 and 400 Mbps. Not surprisingly,
single stream TCP achievable bandwidth as measured by
iperf is much less, around 100 Mbps for a single stream, and
150–250 Mbps for four parallel streams.netest results are
usually similar, but occasionally seem to be too high.netest
also provides a UDP achievable bandwidth measurement of
around 400–500 Mbps.

Analysis of these results is far beyond the scope of this
paper, but clearly the ability to assign standard names and
characteristics to the results from these tools facilitates this
kind of analysis. More generally, the following kinds of
compatibility problems arise.

Same Characteristic, Different Methodology/Tool For
a single characteristic, different measurement method-
ologies may produce different results. For example,
path.delay.roundTrip may be measured usingping, us-
ing the smoothed RTT reported byWeb100, or using a tool
such assynack to measure the delay between a TCP SYN
and the SYN/ACK returned. Differences in the results are
presumably due to the ways in whichping and TCP are im-
plemented, as was observed in [6].

Derived Characteristics For some characteristics, it may
be possible to derive them from related characteristics
rather than measuring them directly. For example,
path.bandwidth.achievable.TCP may be derived from the
loss and RTT measured byping. This estimation can then
be compared with the achievable TCP bandwidth measured
by iperf. For paths with low losses, this approach may re-
quire considerable time to measure the loss rate accurately,
and theping loss may still not accurately reflect the TCP
loss (e.g., since standard TCP deliberately provokes loss).

Comparing Different Characteristics As shown in Fig-
ure 3, care has to be exercised when comparing different
characteristics such aspath.bandwidth.achievable.TCP

measured byiperf and path.bandwidth.available mea-
sured bypathload. Not only are the tools operating at differ-
ent network layers, but also TCP transfer rates can be very
dependent on configuration parameters, such as the maxi-
mum TCP window size and number of streams, whose opti-
mum values vary with time (see for example [5]). However,
the characteristics hierarchy enables such comparisons by
clearly identifying the different things being measured.

6. Related and Future Work

The nomenclature and hierarchy presented in this paper
provide a common dictionary of terms as well as relation-
ships between commonly used measurements. The hierar-

chy allows measurements to be grouped according to the
network characteristic they are measuring.

The NMWG focuses on existing and currently used mea-
surements to determine network performance. It does not
attempt to define new standards or to define only the best
measurement methodologies to use for grid applications;
however, it does attempt to point out the advantages and dis-
advantages of different measurement methodologies [15].
For example, the results from some measurement tools are
influenced by bottlenecks at the hosts making the measure-
ments. Identifying and resolving such bottlenecks is the fo-
cus of the Internet2 End-to-end Performance WG [10] and
of part of the EU DataGrid and DataTAG projects [9].

The NMWG is closely related to the IETF Internet Proto-
col Performance Metrics (IPPM) WG. Whereas their work
focuses on the best-practices for network engineers and
defining theright way to take measurements, our goal is
to create a comprehensive system that can be used to cate-
gorize all measurements thatare in use, taking into account
the requirements of grid applications and grid-related tools.
Where possible, we adopt the terminology defined in the
IPPM Framework[19], although due to the different goals
of NMWG and IPPM, certain aspects of that framework do
not apply to this document, such as the flat namespace and
use of the term “metric.” In practice, we find that the terms
“characteristic,” “measurement methodology,” and “obser-
vation” are rarely misinterpreted, therefore, we prefer that
terminology and avoid the difficulty of conflicting uses of
the word “metric.” We preserve the use of the other termi-
nology described by RFC2330 wherever possible.

The authors have begun working on a common SOAP-
based API for their measurement systems. The combina-
tion of the standard measurement characteristics hierarchy
described in the paper, along with a standard schema for
describing the attributes for each characteristic, will allow
us to build such a standard API. The NMWG is currently
defining this schema [17].

7. Conclusions

Measurement and prediction of network resources are
crucial so that adaptive applications can make use of Grid
environments. For grid middleware to make sense out of
the results from a wide variety of network measurement sys-
tems, a standard for describing network measurements is re-
quired. In this paper we have summarized our work within
the Global Grid Forum’s Network Measurements Working
Group, which has led to defining a standard for represent-
ing network entities and measurements of their properties.
This standard enables the exchange of network measure-
ment data between multiple Grid Services. We have also
demonstrated that this measurement hierarchy is useful for
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storing and exchanging measurement data between various
systems.
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